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Introduction

• To compute the international cost of capital we use the capital asset
pricing model

• It underlies all modern financial theory and was derived by Sharpe
(1964), Lintner (1965), and Mossin (1966)

• Makes use of principles of diversification and the original
mean-variance optimization of Markowitz (1952)

• Markowitz and Sharpe won the 1990 Nobel Prize in economics for
their efforts
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• CAPM requires a long list of rather strong assumptions:
• There is a single-period investment horizon
• Individual investors are price takers
• Investments are limited to traded financial assets
• There are no taxes and transaction costs
• Information is costless and available to all investors
• Investors are rational mean-variance optimizers
• Expectations are homogeneous
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• CAPM then derives the optimal asset demands for all investors and
derives restrictions on expected returns

• Given the assumptions it suggests:
• All investors hold the same portfolio of risky assets - market portfolio
• The market portfolio contains all securities and the proportion of
each security is its market value as a percentage of total market value

• The risk premium on the market depends on the average risk
aversion of all market participants

• The risk premium on an individual security is a function of its
covariance with the market portfolio
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• Although the assumptions of the CAPM don’t hold in the real world
• Serves as a benchmark for evaluating portfolio managers
• Provides the impetus for the development of index funds
• Forms the basis for cost-of-capital computations
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• Recall that adding a little of the new asset to a portfolio improves
the investor’s Sharpe ratio if the returns are not perfectly correlated

SRNEW ≥ ρ× SRp

• where ρ is the correlation between portfolio, p, and the new asset
• SRNEW is the Sharpe ratio of the new asset
• SRp is the Sharpe ratio of the present portfolio
• The correlation of the new asset return with rp increases as we add
more of the new asset

• We should keep adding the asset until

SRNEW = ρ× SRp
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• Thus rp is the return on the MVE portfolio
• Rewriting the above using the definition of the Sharpe ratio and
bringing ρ to the other side gives

E(rNEW) − rf
ρ× σNEW

=
E(rp) − rf

σp

• Substituting ρ =
cov(rNEW,rp)
σNEWσp

gives

E(rNEW) − rf
cov(rNEW, rp)

=
E(rp) − rf

σ2
p

• This implies that expected excess returns per unit of covariance risk
are the same for all assets and are equal to

E(rp) − rf
σ2
p
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• Relevant risk for a security is its covariance with the MVE portfolio
• Rewriting the above for security i gives

E(ri) − rf =
cov(ri, rp)

σ2
p

× [E(rp) − rf ]

• This establishes a relationship between the expected excess return
on an individual asset and the expected return on the MVE portfolio
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The capital asset pricing model
Assumptions and Origins

• Let’s review the major findings of optimal asset allocation:
• Efficient frontier is a set of "dominant" portfolios in risk-return space
• Non-efficient portfolios are not held by a mean-variance investor
• MVE portfolio of risky securities offers the best risk-return trade-off
• Equal to the market portfolio if there is no excess demand or supply
for any security

E(ri) − rf =
cov(ri, rm)

σ2
m

× [E(rm) − rf ]

• m represents the market portfolio
• Relationship between the expected return on a security and the
expected return on the market portfolio depends on the beta (β)

cov(ri, rm)

σ2
m
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The capital asset pricing model
Interpreting the CAPM

• CAPM provides the required rate of return on an equity investment,
which is its expected rate of return, E(re)

• Investors require compensation for the time value of money based on
the risk-free rate, rf

• They also require compensation for the systematic, or
non-diversifiable, risk of the investment

• Systematic risk is measured by the beta of the equity, βe, multiplied
by the risk premium on the market, [E(rm) − rf ]

• The beta is the covariance of the equity rate of return with the
market portfolio rate of return, divided by the variance of the market
portfolio rate of return

βe =
cov(re, rm)

var(rm)
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The capital asset pricing model
Interpreting the CAPM

• Hence, the CAPM states that

E(re) = rf + βe[E(rm) − rf ]

• Given the expected future cash flows of the assets, changes in the
market prices change the assets’ expected returns, their variances
and covariances

• In equilibrium, market prices adjust such that the expected returns
on different assets, their variances and covariances allow the market
portfolio to be willingly held by investors

• In equilibrium, all investors hold the market portfolio as they have
the same expectations and investment opportunities

• The market portfolio is the MVE portfolio
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The capital asset pricing model
Interpreting the CAPM

• The risk premium on the market portfolio is the amount the
expected return on the market exceeds the risk-free rate

• CAPM actually predicts that this risk premium will depend on the
average risk aversion of investors and the variance of the market
portfolio return

• Consider someone with average risk aversion Ā who holds market
portfolio

w∗ = 1 =
1

Ā

E(rm) − rf
σ2
m

, or E(rm) − rf = Āσ2
m

• Hence, the market risk premium balances the variance of the market
portfolio to reflect the average risk aversion of the investor
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The capital asset pricing model
Interpreting the CAPM

• If an equity return is not correlated with the return on the market
portfolio, that equity’s expected return is equal to the risk-free rate

• For example, if βe = 0 then E(re) = rf
• If an asset does not covary with the market portfolio, it becomes
effectively riskless when it is held in a large diversified portfolio

• Equity returns that covary positively with the return on the market
portfolio contribute to the variance of the market portfolio

• These positive beta assets require an expected rate of return that is
greater than the risk-free rate

• An asset with a negative beta, whose return covaries negatively with
the return on the market portfolio, reduces the overall variance of
the portfolio and will be desirable
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• Major theoretical limitation of the (world) CAPM - assumes investors
share similar expectations about real returns on different assets

• Given the observed deviations from purchasing power parity and
fluctuations in real exchange rates discussed previously, there is a
substantial amount of evidence contrary to this premise

• When real exchange rates fluctuate, investors in different countries
have different perceptions about the real returns on different assets
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• Assume re is the real equity return on U.S. security for U.S. investor
• rf is the real risk-free rate in the U.S.
• rm is the real rate of return on the world market portfolio
• The world CAPM states

E(re) − rf = βe[E(rm) − rf ]

• The real rate of return on equity, re, is derived from the nominal
rate of return on equity re,$ and the U.S. rate of inflation

1 + re,$
1 + π$

− 1

• Similarly, rf , the ex ante real interest rate, is the expected value of
the ex post real interest rate

rf = rf,US = E
[

1 + i$
1 + π$

− 1

]
• where i$ is the nominal interest rate
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• To calculate the expected real return on the same U.S. security for a
South African investor

1 + re,R
1 + πR

=
[1 + re,$](1 + s)

1 + πR

• s represents the percentage change in the rand-dollar exchange rate
• But the expression for the dollar-based version of the CAPM
contains the real return for the U.S. investor, 1+re,$

1+π$

• This only equals the real return for the South African investor when

1 + s

1 + πR
=

1

1 + π$
or 1 + s =

1 + πR
1 + π$

• Hence, the real returns for the U.S. and S.A. investors are only
identical when purchasing power parity holds
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• For the South African investor the risk-free rate should be defined
relative to the consumption basket

• Consequently, the ex ante South African risk-free rate is

rf,R = E
[

1 + iR
1 + πR

]
− 1

• If we assume that PPP holds, we find

rf,R = E
[

1 + iR
(1 + s)(1 + π$)

− 1

]
• where E

[
1+iR
1+s

]
is the dollar return in the rand money market

• For real interest rates to be equal across countries, PPP and
expected real returns on money market investments must be equal
across countries

• Hence the world CAPM holds only when all the international parity
conditions hold
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• In practice CAPMs are mostly applied to nominal returns
• Let the nominal equity return be denoted by re,$ and let i$ represent
the money market interest rate in the U.S.

• The world CAPM for the U.S. investor is then formulated as

E
[
re,$ − i$

]
= βeE[rm,$ − i$]

• where the equity return is earned over a short interval such as 1
month and the 1-month T-bill rate is known at the start of the
month

• For small intervals of time the above approximates the CAPM, since
inflation rates cancel out

• However the beta computation in the two equations is different
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• For the world CAPM to apply to all countries stringent conditions
must be enforced

• With deviations from the parity conditions, theory suggests more
complex models where inflation and exchange rate risks enter the
expected return computation

• Many models of international capital market equilibrium have been
developed, but none has attained a dominant status

• Most models allow for currency risk premiums in one form or another
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• An example of a popular model

E[rj,$ − i$] = βjE[rw,$ − i$] +

K∑
k=1

γj,kE[sk,t+1 − fpk,t]

• Assume that the dollar is the numeraire and that risk is measured for
a U.S. investor

• First term represents the standard world market risk
• Other terms represent exchange rate risk, with sk representing the
rate of foreign currency appreciation and fpk representing the
forward premium on currency k
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• Recall that

E[sk,t+1 − fpk,t] = E
[
Sk,t+1 − Fk,t

Sk,t

]
,

• which is the expected excess dollar return to a long forward market
position in currency k

• The γj,k’s measure the exposures of the j-th firm’s returns to the
various exchange rate risks

• For example, an exporter with many unhedged foreign currency
receivables may exhibit positive γ

• That is, if these currencies appreciate substantially, the firm’s return
will be high as well

• Of course, if uncovered interest rate parity holds, this model
collapses to the world CAPM
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The capital asset pricing model
Domestic Versus World CAPMs

• To compute the cost of capital in such a setting, we must run a
multivariate regression of excess returns for security j onto the world
market return and various relevant currency returns

• In practice, people use only a few major currencies or even a
currency basket

• It is not clear whether the international CAPM is a better model
than the world CAPM
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CAPM in Practice

• Expected returns represent what investors demand for compensation
on capital

• CAPM is used as a discount rate for future expected returns
• For security j:

E(rj) = rf + βjm[E(rm) − rf ]

• where

βjm =
cov(rj , rm)

var(rm)
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CAPM in Practice

• To find the expected nominal return on security j:
• Get data on the market portfolio return, the equity returns on
security j, and the T-bill interest rate, rf

• Determine the market risk premium, [E(rm)− rf ]
• Obtain an estimate of βjm
• Compute the expected return on security j

• Depends on the choice of a benchmark (market portfolio),
estimation of beta, and determination of risk premium
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CAPM in Practice
Benchmark Problem

• Market portfolio is the value-weighted return on all assets that are
available to investors

• For S.A. investor this would be rand denominated returns on all
assets (global equities, properties, bonds, commodities, etc.)

• Hence, often only restricted to equity investments (but data
requirements are still large)

• In an international case, the MSCI could be used although many
developed world investors use their domestic indices

• It can be shown that the error due to the incorrect benchmark is
going to influence the respective β estimates
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CAPM in Practice
Beta estimation

• The beta for security j is given by βj =
cov[rj ,rm]
var[rm]

• This is equal to the regression coefficient from regressing rj − rf
onto rm − rf

ret,j = αj + βjr
e
t,m + εt,j

• where ret,j are the excess returns for security j
• ret,m are excess returns for the market
• εt,j is the error term
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CAPM in Practice
Beta estimation
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CAPM in Practice
Benchmark Problem

• Estimating beta using a regression is often imprecise as a firm’s
returns exhibit idiosyncratic volatility

• Variation in a firm’s return is driven by firm-specific events
• Could either shrink the estimates toward 1 or use industry portfolios
• Firms in the same industry have similar systematic risk and their
betas should be similar
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CAPM in Practice
Risk Premium on the Market

• There is little consensus about the magnitude of equity risk premium
• Highly sample specific and influenced by major crises
• Using 106 years of data for 17 countries equity premiums vary
between 4.51% to 10.46%

• The estimate for South Africa is 8.25%
• These premiums have declined over more recent periods
• Better access to markets increases the base of investors and
decreases the risk premium

• During the Great Moderation there was low uncertainty and the
Global Financial Crisis provided low returns

• Many studies make use of an equity premium between 4% and 7%
• Analysts forecasts suggest that the equity premium should be 3%
• Imprecision for equity premium and beta estimates may require
sensitivity analysis
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CAPM in Practice
Risk Premium on the Market
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• The annualized emerging market equity returns in single currency
vary considerably

• From 1988 to 2010 average returns were between 5.78% and 34%
• Individual volatility is quite high but the index is comparable to
developed world

• This reflects the low correlations across the emerging markets
• There are also instances of low correlations with developed world
markets

• Although these low correlations should allow for the construction of
low-risk portfolios we need to account for transaction costs /
restrictions etc.

• Need to account for these factors when thinking about a world
CAPM
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• If foreign investors are taxed or otherwise prohibited from holding
the equities of a country

• That country’s assets are not part of the world market portfolio
• Said to be segmented from international capital markets
• World CAPM provides a poor description of emerging market returns
• Usually better to use a domestic CAPM rate - price securities
according to their correlation with local market portfolio

E[rj ] = rf + βjE[rdom − rf ]
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• Since βj is the covariance of security j with the market portfolio

E[rj ] = rf + cov(rj , rdom)
E[rdom − rf ]

var(rdom)

• Average risk aversion is Adom such that E[rj ] = rf +Adom cov
(rj , rdom)

• Aggregating over all securities in the country

E[rdom] = rf +Adomvar(rdom)

• In segmented markets expected returns should be related to the
variance of returns rather than covariance with the world market
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• Consider the case where liberalisation brings about integration with
the global capital market

• Real interest rate in the country would usually be higher than world
real interest rate

• The risk premiums may be quite high as well
• If it suddenly opens up capital markets real interest rate in the
country should fall dramatically

• Equities would also be priced based on their covariances with the
return on the world markets

• Both aspects reduce the discount rate in the country (increasing the
price of stocks)
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• The effects of liberalisation may also affect volatility
• Hot speculative capital may induce excess volatility
• Markets may react quicker to information leading to more rapid and
extreme price movements

• However, diversification benefits may arise
• Usually see increases in covariances with world market over time
• Research suggests there is no significant net impact
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• Although the world has become more integrated three kinds of
barriers still exist

• Legal barriers, such as foreign ownership restrictions and taxes on
foreign investments

• Indirect barriers arising from differences in information, accounting
standards, and investor protection

• Emerging-market-specific risks (EMSRs) that discourage foreign
investment (i.e. liquidity risk, political risk, economic policy risk,
etc.)

• Canny investors often find ways to circumvent restrictions and there
are legal indirect investment opportunities
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Investing in Emerging Markets

• When looking at time-varying market integration it is noted that the
degree of equity market integration seems to vary for all countries

• However, variation in the integration measure does not always
coincide with capital market reforms

• Also suggested that industry earnings yields in countries converge on
global earnings yields when markets are more integrated

• Indirect barriers and emerging-market-specific risks explain some of
the variation across countries
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Home Bias and Its Implications

• Contrary to what CAPM suggests investors don’t exploit the full
benefits of international diversification

• Most of their portfolios have a strong home bias
• Raw home bias measures the home market share relative to the
world market benchmark

• U.S. is the least home biased, but it has the largest market
• This feature can be corrected or normalised
• Biases are relatively large and bigger for emerging markets
• Possibly decreased over time
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Home Bias and Its Implications
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Time-varying correlations
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Integrated versus Segmented Markets
Home Bias and Its Implications

• Trend toward less home bias and the move toward ever-increased
integration should increase the correlations across countries

• Consider correlations for Japan, Canada, the United Kingdom,
France, and Italy with the United States

• Difficult to separate temporary from permanent correlation changes
• Temporary increase in volatility tends to temporarily increase
correlations

• Evidence suggests correlations within Europe have permanently
increased
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